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Clue 1

We are going to do our curved pieces for this clue. We have a tutorial on our website and 
YouTube channel to help print and tape the templates, layout on the fabric followed by cutting, 
and finally to stitch the curves once we have cut. Don’t hesitate to ask questions. I am so 
happy to help. It’s like putting in a sleeve, you got this. Turn your stitch speed down and pin (if 
you feel you need to) for perfect finishes with no puckers and a perfect fit. If you are thinking a 
rectangle finish (rather than a square as designed) you will need to complete TEN of these to 
complete in “my” version. Square versions will need eight.

Template A is the “crust” and Template B is the “pie 
filling”. Your Template A’s should measure 12-1/2” on 
the long side and 2-1/2” on those short sides for the 12” 
blocks. For the 15” blocks, those long sides should 
measure 15-1/2” with the short sides measuring 3”. For 
Template B, the long straight side should measure 
10-1/2” for the 12” blocks. Template B long straight 
sides will measure 13” for the 15” blocks. I tend to 
puzzle these in the best possible way to save fabric. 
There are different ways to cut them… YouTube should 
be filled with them.

You can easily cut the triangles first, using the leftover 
WOF to cut your background template B’s.

Let’s cut these:

Now to sew these, I finger press at the centre of both units and 
pin once I mate them. They will look like it won’t work, but I 
promise it does!

BACKGROUND 12” blocks 15” blocks

Template B  (pie filling) 8 8

LIGHT CONTRAST 12” blocks 15” blocks

Template A (crust) 8 8
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Let’s cut some triangles for a future clue as well:

PLEASE save your remaining WOF or scraps after cutting these, we can use them in a future 
clue. If you are making the rectangle, you will need 18 (rather than 16) and four of the smaller 
ones. 

BACKGROUND 12” blocks 15” blocks

18-1/4” WOF strips 2

Sub-cut to 18-14” squares 4

Cut squares on BOTH 
diagonal for triangles 16

9-3/8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 9-3/8” squares 2

Cut these on ONE diagonal 
for triangles 4

22-1/2” WOF strips 4

Sub-cut to 22-1/2” squares 4

Cut squares on BOTH 
diagonal for triangles 16

AND 11-1/2” squares 2

Cut these on ONE diagonal 
for triangles 4
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